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iGrafx Announces Cohesive RPA Accelerator Solution
Combines Core Capabilities from iGrafx, myInvenio, Servicetrace, UiPath and BP3 Global
Dallas— April 23, 2019 — Today at the iNNOVATE 2019 conference, iGrafx unveiled
the industry’s first end-to-end RPA Accelerator solution, enabling enterprises to identify, assess,
prioritize, execute and govern robotic process automation (RPA) projects. The turnkey package
includes a new version of the iGrafx Platform, along with process mining from myInvenio, RPA
bots from either UiPath or Servicetrace and professional services from BP3. For the first time
ever, Center of Excellence leaders can access the combined, best-of-breed capabilities from a
single source for a single price.
“Our customers tell us that they have a huge challenge understanding what to optimize
and automate in order to achieve real digital transformation,” said Ryan Tognazzini, CEO at
iGrafx.. This is a challenge that is also iterated again and again by industry experts. In a recent
Forrester report, Rob Koplowitz, VP, Principal Analyst, wrote “Digital transformation initiatives
are tangled up in misunderstood processes. Manual routing and process gaps further muddle the
picture. A sobering 37% of business and technology decision makers report that their
organizations experience these issues. Process professionals must transform processes by
optimizing and automating them; to create a successful road map for this, they need to develop
and dissect process data to guide their vision.”i
“CoE leaders have exponentially more technology options today than when we founded
iGrafx back in 1991,” said iGrafx CTO, Ed Maddock. “To help them be successful, we’ve
architected a best-of-breed solution combining a new iGrafx RPA Module and key partner

capabilities into a single, easy-to-buy solution so that our customers can figure out exactly what
to automate and then prove results. Not to mention, then address the longer-term challenges of
governing ever-increasing workforces of bots and ensuring processes remain compliant.”
The launch of the RPA Accelerator solution reflects significant updates to the iGrafx
Platform, including a new RPA Module, as well as iGrafx’s new technology partnerships with
UiPath and myInvenio, and a new services partnership with BP3. All of which complements the
reseller partnership announced with Servicetrace on March 12th.
Product Availability
The RPA Accelerator solution is available for immediate demonstration and purchase
globally by contacting iGrafx, or any of the RPA Accelerator partners involved.
About iGrafx
iGrafx is the world leader in digital transformation software solutions. We are the
backbone of the CoE and help more than 2/3 of the Fortune 100 and over 10,000 customers
around the world successfully execute their most strategic initiatives. Whatever the form of
transformation, from customer journeys to corporate compliance to automating workflows,
iGrafx ensures that goals are prioritized and executed, and ROI is achieved.
For more information, please visit: https://www.igrafx.com
About Servicetrace
For 15 years, Servicetrace has been successfully developing innovative robotic solutions
in the fields of Robotic Process Automation (RPA), Test Automation (TA) and Application
Performance Monitoring (APM). With Servicetrace's automation solutions, organizations can
launch their Enterprise Automation Journey safely, quickly and easily. Many global players
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across all industries trust the multi-patented technology, among them many of the 2,000 largest
European companies.
For more information, please visit: https://www.servicetrace.de/
About myInvenio
With offices in Boston (USA) and Reggio Emilia (Italy), myInvenio was recognized as Cool
Vendor in Analytics by Gartner (2016) and as Hot Vendor in BPM’ by Aragon Research
(2018). myInvenio’s product boasts 6 years of R&D, active collaboration with prestigious
academic institutions and the expertise of OT Consulting, myInvenio’s consulting group. World
class organizations trust myInvenio, the list includes: Fiat Chrysler Automobiles, Intesa San
Paolo, CREDEM Bank, Mediolanum Bank, Deloitte, KPMG, Capgemini, Engineering.
For more information, please visit: https://www.my-invenio.com/
About BP3 Global
BP3 provides process, decision, and analytics software and services to the Fortune 500. BP3’s
solutions and services have transformed customer experiences in financial services, retail,
healthcare, and the energy sectors. BP3 goes beyond analytics by embedding insights into
workflows to actually address the problems by connecting the dots between the customer
experience and the enterprise. The largest corporations in the world depend on BP3’s operational
services including: 24×7 solution support, process optimization, migration assistance, and cloud
management. BP3 is a best place to work recognized by Fortune magazine and The Austin
Business Journal. A fast-growing company headquartered in Austin, Texas with offices in
London, Amsterdam, and Copenhagen.
For more information, please visit: www.bp-3.com
About UiPath
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UiPath is leading the “Automation First” era – championing one robot for every person,
delivering free and open training and collaboration and enabling robots to learn new skills
through AI and machine learning. Led by a commitment to bring digital era skills to more than a
million people, the company’s enterprise Robotic Process Automation (RPA) platform has
already automated millions of repetitive, mind-numbing tasks for business and government
organisations all over the world, improving productivity, customer experience and employee job
satisfaction.
Recently named by Comparably as the 6th happiest place to work and recognized for having
the 11th best company culture among large businesses, UiPath has become one of the fastestgrowing enterprise software companies in history. The company is backed by over $400 million
in funding from Accel, CapitalG, Credo Ventures, Earlybird’s Digital East Fund, IVP, Kleiner
Perkins, Madrona, Meritech, Seedcamp and Sequoia.
For more information, visit https://www.uipath.com.

###
Servicetrace, myInvenio, BP3 Global, UiPath and iGrafx are either registered trademarks or
trademarks of Servicetrace, myInvenio, BP3 Global, UiPath and iGrafx in the United States and/or other
countries.
The names of actual companies and products mentioned herein may be the trademarks of their
respective owners.

For more information, press only:
Jamey Heinze
512-920-2052
jamey.heinze@igrafx.com

Diane Burda
+49 6151 950 46 19
dburda@servicetrace.com
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George Bennett
408-464-0565
george.bennett@my-invenio.com

Krista White
512.600.3239 X 273
kwhite@bp-3.com

Kristen Leathers or Melissa Mahoney
617-426-2222
uipath@v2comms.com
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